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Recharge Options
Uncropped district land:
1. Unlined canals
2. Dedicated Recharge Basins
3. Dry wells, Active wells

Uncropped private land:
1. Fallow fields
2. Transitioning fields  
3. Pasture/grass land
4. Small privately owned basins
5. River floodplains

Active cropland
1. Annual crops (winter fallow)
2. Permanent crops (alfalfa, grapes, orchards: stone fruit, nut 

crops)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prioritizing recharge locations will dramatically reduce risk:Preferably Non-cropland:  Retired Sand & Gravel Quarries?Annual crops, lower value crops that can be bought out.Perennial crops (alfalfa, vineyards, orchards, etc.)



Monitoring Sites: Documenting what is possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Site Map of one of our Monitoring Sites here in NSJ WCD, the Costa Zinfandel OFR Monitoring Site.SW applied through:  Large valves on west end of vineyard rows &                                    Smaller valves located in middle of vineyard rows.GW: Drip & Doublelined drip (on southern rows due to more porous soil) Monitoring equipment (Replicated Soil Moisture Sensors) in both the Recharge Plot (13.7 Acs) & Control (9.1 Ac) Field characteristics: North end of field:  tokay fine sandy loam  South end of field:  Tujunga loamy sand 



Adoption of On-Farm Recharge
Madera Irrigation District Recharge Program: 2017 - 2019

Winter Program Fall Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monitoring Site Example:Over 1,200 acres of basins, representing NSJ WCD provided funding for water and water delivery costs Get ave. infiltration rates from dedicated basins and from other recharge plots 



Annual Merced River Flow (Nov-Mar)

1. Water Available for Recharge with Climate Change

RMC 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges of predicting future water availability: frequency and intensityLack of available data does not prevent scenario testingAllow for user defined future scenarios based on range of projections



2. District Conveyance Capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A second critical factor in determining recharge potential is the channel conveyance capacity and individual site turnouts.GRAT incorporates district data to rank each potential recharge site based on how much water can be delivered.



Weighted indexes of slope, soil type, clay layers, underlying 
geology, depth to groundwater

3. Recharge Suitability Indexes

UC Davis SAGBI Land IQ Recharge 
Suitability Index

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third factor included in GRAT is the suitability of the soil and underlying geology to infiltrate and conduct water to available aquifer space.GRAT uses the SAGBI index to rank surface soils for infiltration and combines that into a recharge suitability index created by LandIQ that includes extent of Corcorran clays, CVHM coarseness ratings, and DWR depth to groundwater.Low ratings on any of these factors will cause GRAT to reject sites for any type of recharge.



4. Crop Compatibility Calendar

• Weekly capacity of crops to receive water in excess of crop demand
• DWR IDC model used for dry down period by soil type
• Best available data based on farmer and field agronomist experience
• Available for grapes, alfalfa, walnuts, almonds, pistachios, fallow land

Winter 
Dry-down 

time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This has been the most challenging factor when considering active cropland for recharge.Research exists on flood effects on crops on heavy soilsUC Davis has been developing data on alfalfa and almonds for winter periodSustainable Conservation and Bachand and Associates are collecting data on extended season recharge on 4 cropsGrowers and agronomists have been applying excess water for recharge so we gathered their experience for first draft of calendar.Continue to update calendar as new science is developed. The calendar provides weekly estimates of the amount of water that can be applied on 4 major SJV Crops. Monitoring results are showing that growers are able to recharge 36”/acre on adequately drained soils; more in some situations.We would be happy to show you the monitoring results from our field trials with growers



On-farm Dedicated basin

$40 - 107/AF $124- 250/AF 

5. Cost Comparison of Recharge Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GRAT integrates all the site specific recharge characteristics of each site with the annual cost of operating the recharge method.The costs are derived from our economic studies of the capital expenditures and annual operating costs annualized over 20 years shown here.  For dedicated basins that are already constructed, the operating costs are much lower.Why consider OFR: Keeps land in production, Ready now, Cost effective$40/AcFt: fields that didn’t need upgrades.$107: Permanent upgrades.



Groundwater Recharge Assessment Tool - GRAT™

1. Where is recharge best done? When?
2. How much surface water can we capture?
3. What would it cost?
4. How much of our groundwater overdraft can 

be addressed by increasing recharge?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the past 7 years Sustainable Conservation has been working with farmers and IDs to identify recharge options.SGMA has added urgency to what many districts were already doing to expand their recharge capacities and we frequently heard these questions.We designed and built GRAT in partnership with MID and TID to address their goals.At this point I would like Dina Nolan from Madera to describe the type of information MID was looking for when they started working with us.[After Dina speaks] And Aaron Fukuda from Tulare Irrigation District, what were the questions that you wanted to explore when we started designing GRAT?Examples;Investment decisions: What are optimal investments for maximizing recharge?Prioritizing sites to include in farmland recharge programs: Designing program policy to attract most cost effective acreage.Public/private funding from SJV Greenprint (Fresno Council of Governments) and Windward FoundationDesigned to be adopted and  ‘localized’ by other GSA’s 
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Groundwater Recharge Assessment Tool (GRAT) 
What is it?

GRAT = decision support tool that enables 
Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) 

to identify and prioritize potential groundwater replenishment 
options to achieve sustainable groundwater supplies.

• Quickly generate and compare different gw recharge scenarios
• Match available water with recharge potential based on soils, geologies, and crops
• Provide insight into how you can meet SGMA planning requirements
• Identify lowest cost strategies to capture available flood flows
• Compare cost effectiveness of capturing limited surface water supply across the 

entire subbasin
• Estimate intra-district cost allocation for greater basin benefit

What will the tool do for Water Districts and GSAs?

Without further recharge, GSAs and Water Districts in CA may need to limit 
groundwater pumping, leading to $B’s losses per year in lost field productivity



Potential value of GRAT 
at Subbasin Scale

1. Best options?  What recharge scenarios are available to address areas of greatest aquifer 
depletion?

2. Farmer engagement?  What is the latest science on applying recharge water on fields 
when water is available?  Right balance of risk and rewards?

3. SGMA/GSP?  How might on-farm recharge, fallow recharge, basin recharge, etc. help 
address the groundwater deficit in the subbasin?  Help address GSP needs per SGMA?

4. Common view?  Create a shared common view, using best available data and science, on 
what groundwater opportunities exist across multiple jurisdictions?

Turlock Subbasin East San Joaquin Subbasin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P13 - water supplies / demands



Cloud-based 24/7 Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User protected data with password protected sign in



Individual fields ranked by Recharge Potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS interface allows for selection of multiple data layers to overlay with site recharge suitability –blue colorsDistrict boundary and water distribution systems shownCan add DACs, depth to groundwater, crops, soils, etc.GRAT optimizes across thousands of fields, across 52 weeks and 20 years, and considers cost



Scenarios: User defined water availability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WAFR20 year projected planning horizon to match up with SGMA or use historic dataTied to DWR water-year typesVolume can be edited to reflect historic or projected water availableUser must constrain based on water rights.



Scenarios: Recharge Type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Selection of recharge type and crop



GRAT Selects Sites: Recharge Quantities and Costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario runs based on maximum volume of water applied in wettest years (use to reflect current or future diversion capacity)GRAT selects and ranks sites based on and allocates water based on crop compatibility or soil permeability Point out:recharge by canal seepage and selected sitesAnnual cost in maximum recharge yearRanked selection of sitesFor each site: note acreage, recharge costs, average AF rechargedAbility to add or remove manually



Results: Acreage Used by Crop and Water Year
and remaining acreage potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reports also indicate how many acres of each crop were used (blue) and how many acres are still available (black) if the District GSA can incentivize additional participation



Results: Net Groundwater Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note net positive only in wettest years with assumption of 100,000 max diversion for recharge in wet yearsBut not enough to offset 100,000 AF of annual pumping.Will not achieve net groundwater balance with current scenario.



Results: Net Groundwater Change 
with pumping restrictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One option to come into balance is to restrict pumping: reduce by 25,000 AF annually More years achieve positive net recharge



Results: Unused Water Available for Recharge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By recognizing unused water, GSA can relax pumping restrictions and invest in capture of more water



Results: Investment Cost by Year and Total

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Financials Report provides annual costs and a 20 year estimate of investment needed to cover recharge costs so the GSA can project budget needs and raise funding through grants or property assessments.



GRAT supports the GSP implementation process

If multiple districts are running 
GRAT, you can:

 compare relative cost 
effectiveness of capturing 
limited surface water supply 
in different locations

 Estimate intra-district cost 
allocation for greater basin 
benefit

The Modesto Subbasin and STRGBA GSA



Where the water went

Wettest year scenario (1901)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spatial distribution of fields selected by GRAT during wettest year based on site suitability, crop compatibility and canal conveyance capacity.Based on these results, additional scenario runs could prioritize certain management areas based on GSP objectives.



Recharge Benefits 
Provide GRAT output to Groundwater Model

Wettest year scenario (1901)



GRAT supports ongoing operations

 Determine farmland compatibility to 
take extra water at specific times of 
year

 Prioritize outreach to encourage 
farmers to take anticipated flood 
flows

 Estimate costs to incentivize farmers 
to take water



For further information

Groundwaterrecharge.org

Daniel Mountjoy  dmountjoy@suscon.org

Glen Low glen@earthgenome.org





Align recharge need with site suitability 
and water availability
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